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The She The Same, 2014
HD Single Channel Video, 23 min
1/4 Ed. + 2AP

Dafna Maimon The She The Same creatively sets parallels between the phenomenon of phantom
limbs and our true other half. Starting with mythologies in which humans were once separated
from his or her other significant other, the lost other could be considered to be a phantom limb or
even a phantom body. Maimon developed the project with the help of a neuroscientist to explore
the ways in which we construct our own bodies and those of our lovers. She questions romantic
inscriptions projected onto the living body and after their disappearance. Simultaneously the
double body of our true other half becomes a cinematic tool to express the constructions of
expectation and projections of desire. The ongoing project The She The Same has been screened
and performed with three actors together with the video projection at District Berlin (2013) and
at the Center for Contemporary Arts Uzajdowski Castle Warsaw (2014).
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Orient Express, 2014
Single Channel SD Video, 6,32 min
1/4 Ed. + 2AP
Dafna Maimon begins with a television commercial originally made by her father from 1985. It
is for one of the first kebab restaurants and the only one with a commercial in Finland. Creating
suspense and confusion from the past and into the future, the story changes four times and is told
twice without moving images. Whose roles are modified and what is the significance thereof?
On a socio-historical level the film presents Finland’s migration tensions and relationship to the
Soviet Union in the eighties. Maimon explores her own European identity politics being half
Finish and half Israeli.
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Waiting to Act, 2010
Single Channel Video, 16,10 min
1/4 Ed. + 2AP
Originally shown as a 10 channel installation at W139 in Amsterdam, Waiting to Act ironically
portrays the roles of the director and actor as well as between while questioning ascribed gender
roles and constructions of sexuality. The single roles of the caveman and the woman are played
by multiple actors using repetitive dialogue. The voiceover explains the role of the actor and
narrates historical perspectives on the role of the actor. The director’s role is further complicated
as it is played by Maimon herself. Creating scenes seemingly absurd Maimon extends the
language of cinema to dissect what it means to act by implementing exaggeration, humor on and
‘off’ stage albeit both in front of the camera.
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